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ABSTRACT
Agricultural practices are at a significant cross roads: continuous population growth, increasing
evidence of food shortage and reduced land availability are just a few of the problems highlighting the
need to improve existing agricultural methods. Moreover, recurrent emerging episodes of catastrophic
natural phenomena occurring across the world, such as global warming, increased natural disasters and
depletion of natural resources are pushing the bar even higher, in terms of the urgent need to find viable
solutions to tackle food security. The research community is under pressure to find solutions towards
the above issues in tandem with the protection of the natural environment and the need to improve
quality of life. In parallel, the architectural challenges are outlined by the same realities, because cities
will continue to grow and it is imperative to find solutions to minimise the impact of urban development
on the planet. Two key areas have been identified in this research, they are considered to have the
potential to simultaneously help to mitigate the problems mentioned above: 1) Improved design of
buildings and cities to encourage urban biodiversity, i.e. better urban design and architectural practices.
2) Enhanced methods to produce, store and distribute food, i.e. improved rural and urban agriculture:
produce, storage and distribution. Scrutiny into these topics lead this investigation into vertical farming
and the exploration on how it can be improved. A simulation methodology is under development,
aiming to reproduce the potential capabilities of vertical farms, exploring their wider viability and their
integration into existing and new buildings. This paper follows the development of this methodology,
its current capabilities and the future directions of this ongoing investigation.
Keywords: vertical farming, computer simulation, plants and architecture, sustainable urban
agriculture.

1 INTRODUCTION
Nature has inspired humans to find solutions to a number of problems [1], this is also known
as biomimicry or biomimetic. There are several examples within architecture where the
integration of plants provided the best solutions to specific problems [2]–[5]. This synergy
between plants and buildings already has a momentum that should be encouraged, better yet
at a large-scale. Nature inspired solutions offer a significant source of knowledge-transfer
opportunities, as other research has already demonstrated [3], [6]. Indeed, it has been seen
that such interesting concept of biomimicry has been exploited to some extent in the built
environment, nevertheless, examples of it at a large scale are a lot scarcer.
Cities have been compared to complex living organisms that can grow organically
according to the needs of its inhabitants (biomimicry principle).
“Cities should learn to behave as ecosystems rather than parasites.”
(Despommier [7])
By replicating the behaviour of living organisms and learning from the principles of
biology, cities’ mechanisms can be redirected towards finding the most efficient solutions
[2], moving from the typical linear economy and create a paradigm shift into a circular
economy, as well as becoming creative with waste streams, for instance, making it into a
useful process (i.e. anaerobic digestion to obtain energy). Building up from this idea,
Samangooei et al. [8] suggest that “cultivating food on buildings and how we can do this is
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key to making every element of a city multifunctional and contribute to its sustainability and
habitability” [8].
“Of all the resources needed to sustain a city, none is more important than food”
(Lim and Liu [9])
The concepts above are illustrating how cities already have some of the tools to behave as
“ecosystems”. However, throughout the centuries cities became the epicentres of
consumption, where most of the Earth’s resources are used and wasted. As a result, the
“behaviour” of cities could be more closely comparable to parasites rather than ecosystems
[7]. However, with a better understanding of urban development and the integration of plants
in the built environment, a number of strategies can be followed to improve the current
situation. This research aims to merge “plants and architectural” knowledge [10] in order to
find viable solutions to the problems mentioned above.
Thorough studies and experiments in the area of urban greening and urban farming have
taken place around the world, including the concept of vertical farming [11]–[14]. However,
despite all the advances and research undertaken evaluating the integration of green elements
and farming activities in cities, less sustainable practices are predominant specially in the
area of agriculture, it is evident that more research is required [15]–[18].
Besides significant issues such as food security, air pollution, water preservation and more
[12], [19], there is also an important driver to continue research in the area of urban plants
and food production: The preservation of plant species themselves and their biodiversity.
This is interestingly expressed by Lewis-Jones [20], he explores the common marginalisation
of plants throughout the development of the human race. In his book chapter, he reflects on
how plants are currently described as “a green background to human activity” [20].
According to him, the increased in urbanisation and reduced direct contact with plants is
leading the general public towards “plant blindness” [20]. In turn, this has led to the decrease
of biocultural diversity and the drastic changes of land use has increased the number of plants
threaten with extinction. Increase in urban farming activities can potentially improve the
knowledge of plants of the general public.
2 VERTICAL FARMS
As highlighted in the introduction section, there is an urgent need to make cities more
sustainable and in general greener [9], [21]. Even though “sustainability principles are
increasingly used to guide neighbourhood development” [22], urban sprawl is creating a
number of negative issues in cities, such as air and water pollution, increased noise levels,
reduced vegetation and consequently increased Urban Heat Island effect (UHI) and global
warming [12], [19]. However, cities can also hold a key for the solutions to these problems,
“cities as solutions” [9]. There has been a significant amount of research in the area of
greening cities, evidence has been found supporting that such greenery elements and systems
have a significant effect on mitigating UHI [12], [23] as well as all the other problems
previously stated [19], [24]. Examples such as green wall and green roofs have been relatively
well investigated around the world [11], [12], [24]–[26]. “Applying vertical greenery systems
not only reduce temperature, but also have many economic, environmental and social
benefits” [19]. The research community has unveiled large amounts of data on how these
systems work and perform under different conditions [11], [12], [27]. For instance,
interesting advancement has been done on the thermal properties of green walls/roofs in order
to insulate buildings more effectively [24]. Nevertheless, published evidence shows that
significantly less research and figures have been disseminated in the area of vertical farming.
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2.1 The concepts of vertical farms and vertical farming
Aiming to establish some clarity on the basic concepts, one might think that it would be a
straight forward process to establish the definition of “vertical farms”. However, even in the
published world it is a lot more complex than it seems, this is due to the non-standardised
manner by which vertical farming is documented as. Different publications, industries and
other stakeholder in general have their own definitions on vertical farms. Therefore, this
investigation will start from the basics, effectively building the foundations of this topic by
stating the important difference between these two concepts:
 Vertical farm: As a noun.
 Vertical farming: As an activity.
Across the literature these two terms seem to be merged, as if the noun was the same as
the activity. If the vertical farming community does not have a clear understanding of the
very basics, or the foundation, of these concepts, then it is unsurprising that there is a lack of
cohesiveness across the overall knowledge and understanding of vertical farms. Therefore
this paper aims to achieve some clarity on the most appropriate context for both terms, in
order to achieve consistency. By establishing congruency at the foundation of this research,
this project aims to structure a replicable methodology to analyse vertical farms in order to
make them more efficient, sustainable and also available to more people.
Despommier himself (commonly referred to as “the father of modern vertical farms” [28])
sometimes uses the acronym VF to denote vertical farms (or VFs) – the noun [29], [30].
However, Despommier published an interesting section for the for Thomson and Kaplan’s
Encyclopaedia for Food and Agriculture [30], where he describes VFs to be a form of
Controlled Environment Agriculture (CEA) – which really is an activity. Building on this
interesting passage published in the Encyclopaedia [30], Despommier describes how by the
year 2010, when he published his book on vertical farms, there were no real cases of them.
After his publication [29], a number of vertical farms became a reality across the world [30].
In the above statement about vertical farms, Despommier also talks about the case of a “plant
factory”, without providing clarification on this different concept (more on this topic will be
discussed later in this paper).
Going back to the discussion about the use of the acronym: VF, Kalantari et al. [31] begin
their article referencing Despommier’s work, however they use the acronym VF for the
activity (i.e. vertical farming), not the noun (i.e. vertical farms). In their publication, they
present vertical farming (VF) as the “answer” to solve issues related to food production
challenges due to growing population, earth erosion, etc. [31]. Similarly, in their following
paper Kalantari et al. [32] define the “vertical farming (VF) initiative […] as a new method
of modern agriculture […] the practice of producing food in multi storey building or tower
in controlled environment conditions”. Furthermore, Banerjee and Adenaeuer [14] refer to
“vertical farming (VF) [as a] system of commercial farming whereby plants, animals, fungi
and other life forms are cultivated” [14].
Thus, in the continuous effort to bring cohesiveness into this topic, this research will
establish the use of the acronym VF for the activity, not for the noun. Henceforth, the
activity of practicing VERTICAL FARMING will be referred to as VF.
Moving into the basic definitions of the concept of VF, it should be highlighted that a
number of authors provide their own concepts on this matter, not always coinciding. For
instance Benke and Tomkins [33], Despommier [34], Kalantari et al. [32], Al-Chalabi [16]
and Fischetti [28] claim that VF is a “model”, or an “initiative”, where crops are grown in
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high-rise, multi-storeys buildings. Some of these authors go even further to specify that this
agricultural practice is only an urban farming method [16], [28]. However, there is evidence
that VF does not necessarily take place in high-rise buildings, nor exclusive in urban areas.
Frediani [35] published his work and research on the development of the first vertical farm
in the UK. This was located at Paignton Zoo. They chose VF as their agricultural method to
produce lettuces (and other green leaves) destined to feed the zoo animals. This particular
example was not based in a high-rise building and it is located in a rather rural context.
Despite of the low number of publications in the area of vertical farms, the practice of VF
overlaps significantly with some other indoor food production practices. By gathering
relevant data from such practices, this can help to enrich our knowledge on VF. Some of the
main terms found in the literature are briefly described below. The diagram in Fig. 1 aims to
illustrate a relationship between the various relevant concepts.
Understandably, Vertical agriculture is a common term used to describe VF [36], yet a
more sophisticated concept that constantly overlaps with VF is Controlled Environment
Agriculture (CEA) [30], [37]. The latter terms is highly reliant on modern technology, which
leads the discussion into assuming that in some cases, VF would also share this characteristic.
Nevertheless, CEA is not necessarily a synonym of VF. Furthermore, a variety of other
indoor agricultural concepts creep deeper into the concept of VF, such as High Density
Vertical Growing (HDVG) [31], [38], which “can be considered a form of Controlled
Environment Agriculture (CEA) that aims to allow people to grow food where they live,
using fewer resources to produce a higher output” [35]. Frediani describes these concepts as
sustainable urban agriculture. In the latter reference, Frediani merges the three terms: VF,
HDVG and CEA, adding a sort of complexity to the already incongruent field of vertical
farms. Other publications referring to a similar type of agricultural practice describe the wellknown Plant Factories (PF) [39]. Although vertical farms and PF are not the same, they are
not mutually exclusive either, some PF can be classified as vertical farms (in most cases), but

Figure 1: VF related concepts.
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not all vertical farms can be regarded as PF. On a similar stream to PF, there are two more
similar published definitions: Plant Factories with Artificial Lighting (PFALs) [40] and Plant
Production System with Artificial Lighting (PPALs) [41]. Based on most published
information regarding PF and the related PFALs and PPALs, it becomes evident that they are
agricultural practices closely linked to high density production of food. Moving into the
interaction between buildings and plants, this investigation also looked into published work
in the area of Building Integrated Agriculture (BIA) [37]. Similarly, BIA along with CEA
overlap with yet another research term: Building Integrated Controlled Environment Farm
(BICEF) [37]. Another, less common term is Sky Farming, which aims to describe
agricultural practices taking place in high-rise buildings [31]. This paper attempts to
“untangle” all these concepts, which are so closely intertwined, see Fig. 1.
All of the information found in these areas have a great potential to enrich the development
of vertical farms, therefore making them more efficient, sustainable and replicable. Focusing
on the potential for this particular research project, these concepts can help to design a sort
of clustering analysis for different classifications of vertical farms. This could result in further
automatization of the simulation and ease to replicate the methodology outlined in this paper.
Summarising the data gathered in the research across all of these related concepts, it could
be argued that there are six main characteristics that influence the different classifications of
these types of indoor farming (Fig. 1 also shows these characteristics represented by the
orange circles):








Size.
Density.
Controls.
Layout.
Building type/form.
Location.

2.2 Simulations of vertical farms
The last couple of years witnessed a great increase in the number of academic research work
published in the area of urban agriculture, particularly in VF [31], [38], [41], [42]. However,
almost all the publications on VF make the consensus remark that further research is needed.
The findings from this investigation also support the previous statement, particularly in the
area of simulation. There have been some attempts to tackle these issues from a number of
angles. For instance, some research projects focused on the behaviour of plants, discussing
the integration of a mathematical model based on the Penman–Monteith equation for the
vertical farm’s calculations [43], [44]. Some publications highlighted the importance of
analysing and calculating the “energetic behaviour” of crops in order to achieve better
vertical farming produce [37], [44]. Thus, this is an area that is worth exploring, as part of a
further integration for the methodology presented in this paper.
Referring to the potential of knowledge-transfer, a recent publication explored the concept
of learning from greenhouses modelling to attempt VF simulation [45]. The researchers
provide evidence on how the knowledge and skills on managing and modelling greenhouses
are valuable sources of information towards aiming to simulate vertical farms [45]. Graamans
et al. [45] attempted to overcome the issue of the lack of suitable software to simulate vertical
farms by using two separate software tools: KASPRO, which is a common software used to
monitor and simulate the behaviour of greenhouses, and DesignBuilder as the software used
to attempt to recreate the influence of the host building. In their study [45], a number of
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limitations were evident and the case study seemed unrealistic, making it difficult (if not
impossible) to replicate by a third party.
Further relevant research have been published in the area of test-cells development [46]–
[48]. Particularly, the work of Tsitsimpelis et al. [48] follows the exploration of a mechanical
“conveyor-irrigation system for the mechanical movement of plants” in a vertical farm. They
have followed this line of research based on the premise that the uneven air and light
distribution across the different levels of a vertical farm results in the loss of quality of some
of the plants’ growth. They show how “the mechanical movement of the trays […] helped to
minimise the impact of temperature and humidity variation across the different trays” [48].
The latter publication also reiterates the need to further explore and improve the concept of
VF, under the overarching argument of the “optimisation of the food system, in order to deal
with forthcoming changes in population and climate” [48].
3 SIMULATION METHODOLOGY
To develop the simulation of a vertical farm prototype for this research project, a number of
different software tools have been explored and trialled. There are some computer
programmes that currently assist vertical farms pioneers and entrepreneurs, however they are
still highly undocumented particularly in the research communities, due to the mainly
commercial nature of such agricultural practice. Software tools such as Enviment,
DesignBuilder, EnergyPlus, amongst others, have been investigated during the literature
review stage of this project in order to understand their potential in this area. However, there
is no evidence that one specific software can be used to predict the performance of vertical
farms [39], [49]. Some attempts have been made to use separate computer programmes to
simulate certain parts of the process required for vertical farming, as described in the previous
section [45]. However, none of these attempts had a building integrated focused, nor
renewable energy potential to make it self-sustainable.
HTB2 (Heat Transfer in Buildings-2) [12], [50] is an in-house developed software tool,
originally built to recreate the thermal behaviour of buildings, based on mathematical models
and the laws of physics to calculate their internal temperature, predict energy consumption,
humidity, amongst various other parameters. This research project has been exploring the
capabilities of this software tool to recreate the behaviour of vertical farms. Consequently
helping to create a methodology to predict and share data and results with a wider audience
in order to allow comparable and sharable information. The flexibility and
compartmentalised nature of HTB2 has the potential to fill a number of gaps found in the
area of VF simulations.
The methodology suggested in this research follows four main stages (see Fig. 2 for more
details):
Stage 1: THE BUILDING. Here is where basic building information is established.
Stage 2: SERVICES. This stage stores detailed information regarding the services
required to run the vertical farm successfully, to encourage the crops to thrive.
Stage 3: DIARY. This stage refers to the “diary files”, i.e. the schedules relevant to the
effective operation of the vertical farm. For instance, the simulation process requires
information regarding the type of crops and the approximate number of plants.
Stage 4: WEATHER DATA. This part of the methodology stores all the climatic
information needed for the simulation period (own data files can be uploaded, otherwise
this process allows to use weather data files from EnergyPlus [51].
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Figure 2: Simulation methodology structure.
By following the stages described in the diagram above (Fig. 2), a comprehensive analysis
can be achieved to understand (and effectively simulate) the behaviour of vertical farms. The
focus of this simulation is from the thermal performance of its host building and its
interaction with plants. This methodology aims to assist with the prediction of the
performance of a vertical plant during its planning stage, much like an early stage design
tool, even before it is built, in order to reduce risks.
4 DISCUSSION AND RESULTS
This methodology is currently under development. The virtual base case study is helping to
tailor the software tool (HTB2) to simulate the scenario of a vertical farm. Therefore, some
initial figures have been obtained as a result of this virtual base case study. However, since
this process is still at its trial and development stage, this final figures are not considered to
be reliable yet. Nevertheless, current results are showing a satisfactory and active simulation
process with significant potential, but still requires some de-bugging and further iterations in
order to obtain reliable data. As a further stage of this project, the simulated data is to be
compared to real-life cases of vertical farms.
The images and table (Fig. 3 and Table 1) show a small sample of the simulation process
and results. The full methodology and outcomes are expected to be published in subsequent
publications. Fig. 3 shows snapshots of the simplest virtual base case study created for the
development stage.
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Figure 3:

Graphic representation of the same virtual base case study presented in two
different software. (a) SketchUp; and (b) HTB2.

Fig. 3(a) is the representation of the case study in a simple visual form using SketchUp
[52]; Fig. 3(b) is the schematic representation of the same case study, using the simulation
software HTB2 [50].
Table 1 provides some useful data in terms of vertical farming simulation. The table shows
average monthly values over a whole year of the simulation. This is a small sample of the
data, HTB2 can provide this data in more detail, i.e. hourly results or even more refined timelapses. Information such as comparative data between the external and the internal air
temperature and relative humidity, provide valuable information to analyse, for example, the
impact of the local weather on the stability (and potential efficiency) of the vertical farm.
Further outputs are obtained from this simulation process, data such as radiant temperature
and heater output provide information about the performance of the (mechanical) systems of
the farm.
Furthermore, Fig. 4 shows two sample graphs where the external and internal relative
humidity (RH) monthly values are compared through the whole year, also showing how the
internal RH is affected by different ventilation rates. In this example, the ventilation rate has
been changed for two different simulation cycles, one runs with 3 ACH (air changes per hour)
and the second cycle runs with 5 ACH (the design of the vertical farm remains the same).
The results of the internal air humidity or RH (shown in blue in the graphs in Fig. 4) indicate
Table 1: Initial figures obtained from the virtual base case study of a vertical farm, using
HTB2 as the simulation software.
Date
Air Temperature ‐ C
31/01/2017
24.174
28/02/2017
24.142
31/03/2017
24.194
30/04/2017
24.239
31/05/2017
24.524
30/06/2017
24.702
31/07/2017
25.429
31/08/2017
25.36
30/09/2017
24.522
31/10/2017
24.259
30/11/2017
24.209
31/12/2017
24.179

Ext Air Temperature ‐ C
6.09
4.92
6.60
8.48
12.18
13.97
16.06
16.13
13.86
11.18
8.56
6.75

Air Humidity ‐ % Ext Rel Hum ‐ %
64.392
88.261
62.183
84.629
63.838
80.816
65.592
79.261
72.012
87.37
71.178
82.015
69.786
77.45
70.576
78.731
69.813
77.336
71.046
86.606
67.688
86.017
65.762
89.691
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Mean RadTemp ‐ C Heater Outpt ‐ W
22.097
114.674
21.957
133.108
22.261
119.525
22.598
106.521
23.232
70.603
23.588
52.835
24.432
30.101
24.366
31.947
23.345
56.574
22.725
76.723
22.394
99.275
22.147
112.716
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Comparative study of results, showing changes of relative humidity base on two
different air changes per hour (ACH).

a considerable change of the results by altering the ventilation rate. Similarly, various
significant parameters can be changed and simulated to create more comparisons and
optimise the design of the vertical farm. Obtaining these initial results have been a significant
milestone in this research process, since it can be established that this software tool (HTB2)
can indeed be used for simulations of vertical farms, its accuracy is yet to be determined. The
next stage of this investigation is to finish this methodology and thereafter to validate it.
One of the main objectives of this work is to fill, to some extent, the knowledge gap in the
area of VF simulation, since the research community lacks a common ground exploration
tool to help investigating vertical farms. Furthermore, it is worth stating that this simulation
methodology has also been developed in order to demystify the integration of vertical farms
in buildings, since one of the largest obstacles of VF is the apparent requirement of “highexpertise and knowledge”. This tool can potentially help to demonstrate that any
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building/structure could be used to develop a vertical farm, i.e. VF does not have to take
place exclusively in lab-like environments. If the right characteristics are created, almost any
building could be adequate to design a vertical farm.
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